Legacy Products

Stainless steel handle for suction/irrigator.
SRH $176.00
SSS (Replacement stainless steel striker for water line) $9.00

Silicone flow control valve for suction/irrigator.
FCV $46.00

Micro suction for endo and oral surgery. This unique suction tip offers a very slender suction orifice. Hand bend the tip to optimize the suction angle for various procedures. Order the clear LV Tube adapter to view material as it is suctioned or attach directly into a saliva ejector valve using the reduced barb adapter.
LV01 (1.0 mm Opening) $42.00
LV02 (2.0 mm Opening) $42.00
LV03 (3.0 mm Opening) $42.00
LVTUBE (Clear LV tube adapter) $3.00

Seldin 23 retractor with suction. Will attach to 1/4" surgical tubing or may be used with the tubing adapter sets shown on page 26.
S23-S $135.00

Minnesota retractor with suction. Will attach to 1/4" surgical tubing. 
MINN-S $125.00

Stainless steel tip for suction/irrigator. Available in 2.5 and 3.0 mm openings.
SRP2 (2.5 mm Opening) $98.00
SRP3 (3.0 mm Opening) $98.00
SR05 (2.3 mm Opening) $98.00

Fiberoptic Clip for the Cavitron Scaler. This bifurcated fiberoptic clip gives a complete circle of light around your working area. The clip slides onto your existing cavitron scaler and can be autoclaved or chemioclaved.
CC-FO $185.00

Disposa disposable aerosol reduction system. Safety SUCTION™ puts the control of ultrasonic aerosol spray in your hand! Safety SUCTION™ is currently available only for Cavitron® type ultrasonic scalers.
SS50 (50 disposable Safety Suction Tips) $34.50
SST1 (1 Set reusable tubing) $4.95
SST5 (5 Sets reusable tubing) $19.95

Fiberoptic Endo light guide. Includes 3 rubber dam clamps supplied by Quality Aspirators (call for sizes and availability) or 6 rubber dam clamps supplied by the doctor (you send in types and sizes you want). Light guide fits the Quality A, Midwest, Kavo and Vicon light sources and can be adapted to fit others. Standard length of the endo light guide is 8’. Longer lengths available at an additional charge.
ENDO-LG $235.00

Backflow valve for use with saliva ejector tubing. The backflow valve is positioned within 6’ of the saliva ejector valve and eliminates backflow by shutting off the suction before backflow can occur.
BFV-SE $24.95

Guarantee
Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed – If you are not satisfied with your purchase it may be returned or exchanged within 30 days of the shipment date. All returns and exchanges must have prior authorization. Refunds and exchanges are based on actual invoiced dollar amount not on catalog retail price. Rx fees are not refundable.

Warranty
All Products: Lifetime guarantee against manufacturers defects.
Loupes: Lifetime - Optical seals, Hinge breakage, Bond of telescopes to “Carrier Lenses”, “Carrier Lenses” against breakage, Collimation.
Frames: Titanium Frames: Lifetime Plastic Frames: 1 Year
Electronics: 1 Year
(full details at www.q-optics.com)

Terms and Conditions

Toll Free
800-858-2121
phone: 1-972-298-2669
fax: 1-972-298-6592
e-mail: support@q-optics.com

Mail: PO Box 382120
Duncanville, TX 75138

Physical: 1419 Godwin Lane
Duncanville, TX 75116

www.q-optics.com
www.qualityaspirators.com